
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUE

guidelines for climbing ropes are discussed, as are the effects of knots and edges kg a rope
running over a karabinerl on rope strength, the effects ofdamp and ice and the working life of
a rope. He concludes that the lAA recommendations give a minimum standard of safety
only and that for a given price, the choice should be based on the highest number of UIAA
falls held (indicating life expectancy), the lowest elongation under impact forces, the lowe t
weight per metre and the lowest impact force. The last faclOr is of less importance than the
others because of the possibility of providing dynamic belays through a variety of methods
which reduce the initial impact force. The UIAA Bulletin 79 May 1978 contains a list 01
equipment, including ropes, which meel IAA pecificalions as of 15 April 1978; the other
items listed are karabiners and ice-axes.

The use of altimeters Altimeters are essentially aneroid barometers whose scales have been
altered to read altitude rather than pressure, assuming a known relationship between
atmospheric pressure and th" heighl above sea-level of a particular location. In fact, a
uniform decrease in pressure with gain in altirude is assumed; this is about an inch of mercury
for every 1000 feet, or 10 millibars for every 100 metres. If the state of the atmosphere always
corresponded closely to this standard condition, then the altimeter would be an accurate
means for determining unknown mountain elevations. In fact, there are often wide deviations
from this standard state, and a number of corrections need to be made if reliable altitudes are
to be measured. The standard pressure lapse rate corrl:'sponds to an analogous temperature
lapse rale (see AJ 8/ 81) which is about 1°F for evet)' 300ft, and since temperature and pressure
are related, temperature rneast.:rements provide a m~ans for correcting altitude measurements
made with an altimeter for departures from the ideal pressure pattern. 11 account is not taken
of the necessary temperature correction, altitudes which are too high are recorded in cold
weather and low heights in warm weal her.

The use of altimeters to measure accurate heights taking account of temperature and other
corrections is described in an article by K. o. O'Connell and j. Davies in the Canadian Alpine
Joumal 6/ 62. They wished 10 determine altitudes in an area of Baffin Island where only 2
mountain heighls had previously been measured, one by an accurate survey and the other by
radar altimeter. They were interested in using altimeters because of their usual great
advantage of portability. A procedure was worked out using 2 accurate aircraft altimeters and
a thermometer 10 measure the temperature correction. One altimeter was employed to
determine Ihe pressure variations at Base Camp, whose altitude was known to be 200ft above
sea-level, while the other was taken to the peak whose height wa to be measured. The method
thus allowed for corrections due to ambient pressure variations and also for changes in
temperature. It gave resulrs in good agreement with the known heights and has the merit of
combining simplicity with reasonable accuracy.
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Ice dynamics The behaviour 01 large ice masses such as the Greenland and Antarctic ice
caps is attracting the wide interest of glaciologists as indicated by 2 simultaneous conferences
held in Ottawa in 1978. The flow of such large ice deposits and the possibility that they may be
subject to sudden surges is becoming of increasing practical importance in the context of the
exploitation of Arctic oil deposits and in the design of hydroelectric projects. The meeting
indicated that while the knowledge of the internal deformations undergone by ice-sheets is
advancing satisfactorily, the interactions occurring at the glacier bed are much less well
understood. Various factors are likely to affect the passage of the ice over the underlying rock.
Thus the ice may slide directly over the rock. However, the debris carried in the bottom layer
of the ice may prevent this. Again, the pressure of the ice above can cause melting which
would lubricate the interface and facilitate movement. Until the relative importance of these
different mechanisms is understood, it will be difficult to construct an adequate model of the
behaviour of large ice masses. It is becoming clear that the elementary but simplified concepts
used to describe the behaviour of individual glaciers are inadequate to account for the
dynamic of more extensive ice systems.
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Aerosols in the upper atmosphere It is fairly well known Ihal glacier systems in many parts
of Ihe world have been on Ihe retreal for several decades now, and the quamitalive assessmem
of this decrease has COl1lributed to the considerations outlined above. Comparisons of recem
photOgraphs widl early prillls of the glaciated valleys in the Alps make this behaviour very
clear; some excellelll examples are shown in us Alpes 4/1977 145. This retreat leads to the
speculation that the climate in the region concerned is becoming warmer, a situation which
could have dire consequences if it became pronounced and widespread. It could for instance
lead to a catastrophic rise in world sea-levels. In the early pan of the preselll decade it was
reponed from the USA that chlorofluorocarbons, widely used as refrigerallls and as
propellallls for aerosol, were accumulating in the upper atmosphere and breaking down its
prolective ozone layer. There was also a fear that these chemicals could enhance the
'greenhouse elTect' in the eanh's atmosphere above that due to the accumulation of carbon
dioxide from the consumption of hydrocarbon fuels; this elTect is in pan responsible for
maintaining average temperatures at their presellllevels. Recelll research has revealed that the
processes of the upper atmosphere are still but little understOod and it is now claimed that the
amoum of stratOspheric ozone was in fact increasing at least up to 1977. Work is in train to
find replacemem chemicals for aerosol propellams, but there seems lillle danger at the
moment that the ice-caps will be melting and glaciers and snows retreating, at least as a result
of this particular aspect of environmental pollution.

Climatic changes Although possible changes in climate due to the activities of man have
been much discussed in recem years, it is true Ihat the variations which occur naturally and
which are recorded in the eanh's geological records are still far from understood. This record
poims 10 past periods when Ihe temperalUre in the nonhern hemisphere was considerably
colder than it is now. Visual evidence of the ice-ages which occurred very recemly in
geological time are abundam in natural features such as U-shaped valleys carved out by
glaciers, exposed rock surfaces which show the marks of the passage of ice and glacial deposits
such as drumlins and boulders left behind after the ice-ages.

The basic condition for the build-up of ice cover is the very simple and obvious one that
over a considerable time interval, more snow must fall in Ihe winter than is removed by
various processes in the warmer seasons of lhe year. It is thought that a number of factors can
influence the establishmem of such an imbalance, although their order of imponance is not
clear. The solar output of the sun and its variability must be a prime factor. It is known that
change take place in the eanh's orbit over long periods of time-these will produce rises in
temperature on some pans of the surface of the globe and corresponding falls elsewhere.
Aheralions will occur due 10 cOlllinental uplift leading to the formation of new mountain
ranges. Volcanic activity is also thought to have been imponam in producing changes; veils of
volcanic dust can lead to cooling of the land and sea masses beneath them. A change in the
efficiency with which the sun's incoming radiation is reflected (a change in the surface
'albedo', perhaps caused by large scale volcanic activity) is another possible factor. Oceanic
currelllS may alter, bringing colder waters 10 areas which previously experienced warmer seas.
Lastly, the alteration of the positions of the cominems must be a potelll influence on climate,
since cominemal glaciation can only occur iflarge land masses are present in sufficielllly high
latitudes.

Obviously, all these factors are strongly interrelated; for example, the direction of ocean
currems will be altered if the posit ion of land masses changes. All these dilTerem influences
have varying time scales, the slowest being the continental drift. The varialions in the earth's
orbit are faster and can be predicted from astronomical observations and occur on a regular
basis. Volcanic activity ha presumably been spasmodic over geological time but would be
expected 10 become less important as lhe earth cools down. Variations in solar output appear
to occur regularly and on a relatively short time scale. The rates of change of surface albedo
and ocean characteristics will be strongly related to lhe other factors. However, in spite of all
these changes, it appears from geological studies that the eanh 's allTIO pheric circulation, and
therefore the location of Ihe principal climatic zones has remained substamially unchanged
for the past 500 million years.

Forecasting volcanic eruptions The events surrounding the 1976-77 eruption of La
Soufriere volcano on Guadeloupe Island in the West Indies have poimed to the need for more
precise methods of forecasting the timing and type of volcanic eruptions. This particular
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island is a near neighbour of Martinique where the dominating Mont Pelee underwent a
catastrophic eruption in 1902; the nearby town of St Pierre was destroyed and 30,000 people
died. A particular feature of this eruption was the production of so-called 'nuees ardentes'
which are glowing clouds of hot ash and gases which swept down the mountain like a red-hot
avalanche and engulfed the town. Volcanologists have since coined the term 'Pelean eruption'
to describe this type of activity.

Seismic disturbances were registered in the neighbourhood of La Soufriere in March 1976.
The Guadeloupe authorities were advised by an experienced team of volcanologists led by
Haroun Tazieff that there was no danger of a Pelean type of disturbance. However, a second
group of advisors took a much more alarmist view of the matter, and the authorities felt that
they were obliged to accept their opinion. This committed them to evacuating 74,000 people
for a 15-week period. In the event, Tazieff and his team were proved correct and the eruption
was of a relatively modest nature with no evidence of the fresh extremely hot magmatic
material that is required to form nuees ardentes. Tazieff felt obliged to resign from his post as
director of the Institute of Physics of the Globe in France because the advice of geologists with
little field experience in volcanology had been preferred to his own.

For the island, the unnecessary evacuation probably resulted in economic consequences as
serious as those that could have been expected from the Pelean eruption it was seeking to
avoid. However, it was felt that the move had to be made as an insurance policy and to avoid
possible loss of life. The need for accurate prediction in such cases is thus well illustrated; it
seems likely that an identical problem will soon develop in Martinique. Mont Pelee
experienced major eruptions in 1792, 1851, 1902 and 1929, giving intervals of 59,51 and 27
years. Obviously, this scant information provides little basis for forecasting. A similar
situation exists for other volcanoes such as Vesuvius and Etna which could cause much
damage and loss of life if they underwent major eruptions. Accurate records of dates of past
eruptions are usually not available, making it difficult to forecast on the basis of the past
frequency of eruptions.

Satellite mapping The Landsat Programme of NASA in the USA, the contribution of which
to topographical mapping has already been described in AJ 83 28, actually employs a wider
range of techniques. By the use of infra-red scanners and imaging radar (see AJ 80 226)-both
operating regardless of darkness, the latter operating also regardless of cloud cover-infor
mation can be obtained on such things as temperature distribution, geological structure, geo
morphology, agriculture, forestry and land use. Each frame covering 184km square is
recorded in 25 seconds and the surface of the earth is looked at completely every 18 days. The
resolution is such that each picture element is a square of side 80m; future satellites will
improve this by a factor of 3. A special computer system developed at Harwell now facilitates
the processing of these satellite images, which contain such huge numbers of items of
information that they could not be dealt with in any other way. Not only will mountaineers
have access to maps of unknown mountains; also they will be able to learn in advance a great
deal about the nature of the terrain.

Geothermal energy Man has been using the heat from the centre of the earth in the form of
natural hot springs for some considerable time. In the latter part of the last century
geothermal heat was used for space heating in Hungary and the USA, while electricity was first
generated from it in Italy in 1904. The pace of utilization has increased since the 1950s, mostly
in areas of high vulcanicity close to tectonic plate boundaries. An interesting development of
the last decade is a series of district heating systems which have been set up in Paris, France, in
a distinctly non-volcanic area. Water is drawn from the Dogger, a permeable sandstone strata
1500-2000m below the city, where the water temperature varies from 57° to 75°C at different
sites. The water after heat transfer is returned to another part of the strata. A life of many years
is expected.

Where rocks are impermeable there is more of a problem. Work is in progress at Los
Alamos in the USA on producing (by hydrofracturing with high pressure water) a single
vertical disc-shaped crack with a radius of several hundred m at depth in a hard rock with
good geothermal properties such as granIte. A second borehole drilled to Intersect the crack
can be used to circulate water over its surface and thus extract heat. A trial loop has been
constructed using a crack at a depth of 3000m where the temperature is 200°C. The outcome
of this experiment is awaited with considerable interest throughout the world, since it
promises the utilization of the earth's internal heat even in areas of no known vulcanicity.
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